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Abstract. Two families of stochastic processes are constructed that are intended for use
in classification problems where the aim is to classify units or specimens or species on the
basis of measured features. The first model is an exchangeable cluster process generated
by a standard Dirichlet allocation scheme. The set of classes is not pre-specified, so a
new unit may be assigned to a previously unobserved class. The second model, which
is more flexible, uses a marked point process as the mechanism generating the units or
events, each with its associated class and feature. The conditional distribution given the
superposition process is obtained in closed form for one particular marked point process.
This distribution determines the conditional class probabilities, and thus the prediction
rule for subsequent units.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Classification. The problem of numerical taxonomy is to classify indi-
vidual specimens or units u on the basis of measured variables or features x(u) ∈ X .
The units may be anything from tropical insects to bitmap images of handwritten
digits or vocalizations of English words. The feature variables may be length or
width or weight measurements in the case of insects, or the Fourier transformation
at certain frequencies in the case of spoken words. The choice of feature variables
is an important problem in its own right, but this matter is of little concern in the
present paper.

A deterministic classification model is a rule or algorithm that associates with
each feature value x ∈ X a class y(x) ∈ C. Ordinarily the model must be primed
or trained on a sample of units with measured features and known classes. In
the dialect of artificial intelligence and computer science, the classifier learns the
characteristics peculiar to each class and classifies subsequent units accordingly.
When the training is over, each subsequent input is a feature value x(u′) for a new
unit, and the output is the assigned class. The error rate is the fraction of wrong
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calls.
A stochastic classification model is a process determining a rule that associates

with each feature value x a probability distribution p(·;x) on the set of classes.
Once again, the classification model must be primed or trained on a sample of units
with measured features and known classes. In statistical language, the classifier
is a statistical model with unknown parameters to be estimated from the training
data. Subsequent units are classified in the usual stochastic sense by computing
the conditional distribution given the training data and the feature value for the
new unit.

Three stochastic models are described in the sections that follow. The first
of these is a regression model with independent components in which the feature
values are treated as covariates. The second is an exchangeable cluster process
closely related to Fisher’s discriminant model, but different in several fundamental
ways. The third model is also an exchangeable cluster process, called a permanent
cluster process because the conditional distributions are expressed in terms of
permanent polynomials.

The distinction between a closed classification model with a pre-determined
set of labelled classes, and an open model with unlabelled classes is emphasized.
A model of the latter type has a mathematical framework that permits a new
unit to be assigned to a class that has not previously been observed and therefore
does not have a name. The goal is to construct a classification model with no
more than 4–5 parameters to be estimated regardless of the number of classes or
the dimension of the feature space. In this way, the technically difficult problems
associated with consistency and parameter estimation in high dimensional models
are evaded. Ideally, the model should be capable of adapting to classification
problems in which one or more classes occupies a non-convex region, or even several
disconnected regions, in the feature space.

1.2. Remarks on the literature. The literature on stochastic classifi-
cation is very extensive, the modern theory beginning with Fisher’s discriminant
model ([12]). Logistic regression models emerged in the 1960s, and with the ad-
vent of faster computing, smoothed versions using penalized likelihood became
more popular. Stochastic models used in the statistical literature are sometimes
complicated, but they are frequently of the most elementary form with independent
components such that

log
(
pr(Y (u) = r |X)

)
= fr(X(u)).

The goal is to estimate the functions fr under certain smoothness conditions,
which are enforced through penalty functions added to the log likelihood. For a
good overview see [29], [15], [27] or [16].

At the more mathematical end of the statistical spectrum, the same model with
independent components is frequently used, with f belonging to a suitable space
of functions, usually a Besov space. The stated mathematical goal is to obtain
the best estimate of f under the most adverse conditions in very large samples
([9]). Smoothing is usually achieved by shrinkage or thresholding of coefficients in
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a wavelet expansion.
The past decade has seen an upsurge of work in the computer science com-

munity under the headings of artificial intelligence, data mining and supervised
learning. Methods used include neural nets, support vector machines and tree
classifiers. The emphasis is primarily on algorithms, regularization, efficiency of
computation, how best to combine weak classifiers ([13]), and so on. Few al-
gorithms and methods of this type have an overt connection with a generative
stochastic process beyond the simple additive form with independent components.

In the Bayesian literature, more complicated processes are constructed using
mixture models with Dirichlet priors for the class frequencies ([11], [2], [24], [14]).
The cluster process in section 3 is in fact a simple special case of a more gen-
eral classification model ([4], [8]). It is used here mainly for illustrative purposes
because the distributions can be studied analytically, which is rare for processes
generated by Dirichlet allocation schemes.

The semi-parametric models described in section 4 are of a different type. They
are based on Cox processes ([5]) with a baseline intensity measure µ treated as an
unknown parameter. One major attraction for practical work is that the condi-
tional distribution of the class labels given the observed features does not depend
on the baseline measure. The unknown nuisance parameter is eliminated by con-
ditioning rather than by integration, and this conditional distribution is the basis
for inference and classification.

2. Logistic discrimination

2.1. Non-interference and regression models. Let U be the set of
units, the infinite set of objects such as plots or subjects or specimens, on which
the process Y is defined. A covariate x : U → X is a function on the units, the
values of which are thought to have an effect on the distribution. In a logistic
regression model it is the class Y (u) ∈ C that is regarded as the response, and the
measured feature x(u) is the covariate.

In practical work, it is often helpful to distinguish between covariates such as
sex, age and geographical position that are intrinsic to the unit, and treatment
variables such as medication or variety that can in principle be controlled by the
experimenter. For mathematical purposes it is more useful to distinguish between
a covariate as a function on the units, and a relationship as a function on pairs
of units. Examples of the latter include distance if the units are arrayed in space,
temporal ordering for time points, genetic or familial relationships if the units are
individual organisms, or a block factor as an equivalence relation on units. The
statistical distinction, roughly speaking, is that a covariate affects one-dimensional
marginal distributions, while a relationship affects bivariate distributions. For
present purposes, however, distinctions of this sort are unnecessary.

A regression model is a process in which the joint distribution of the re-
sponse (Y (u1), . . . , Y (un)) on n units is determined by the covariate values x =
(x(u1), . . . , x(un)) on those units. We write Pn(·; x) for the joint distribution
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on an ordered set of n distinct units, implying that two sets of units having
the same ordered list of covariate values, also have the same distribution. In
other words, if (x(u1), . . . , x(un)) = (x(u′1), . . . , x(u′n)) then (Y (u1), . . . , Y (un))
and (Y (u′1), . . . , Y (u′n)) are both distributed as Pn(·; x).

In general, the probability assigned to an event A ⊂ Cn depends on the covariate
vector (x1, . . . , xn). However, the lack of interference condition

Pn(A; (x1, . . . , xn)) = Pn+1(A× C; (x1, . . . , xn, xn+1)) (2.1)

implies that the probability assigned by Pn+1 to the event A×C does not depend
on the final component xn+1 of x. The failure of this condition means that the
probability assigned by P2 to an event of the form Y (u1) = 0 depends on the value
of x(u2). Since the value assigned by P1 to the same event depends only on x(u1),
the two probability distributions are mutually inconsistent. At the very least,
interference of this sort may lead to ambiguities in the calculation of probabilities.

Consider two disjoint sets of units with associated vectors X(1), Y (1), X(2), Y (2),
all regarded as random variables. Lack of interference is equivalent to the condition
that the response Y (1) be conditionally independent of X(2) given X(1). The
condition is asymmetric in X and Y . As a consequence, the covariate value on
unit u′ has no effect on the joint distribution for other units. The same term is used
in the applied statistical literature ([6], section 2.4; [26]) with a similar meaning,
though usually interpreted as a physical or biological property of the system rather
than a mathematical property of the model. Without this property, it is difficult
to give the model a causal interpretation, so lack of interference is often taken for
granted as a logical necessity in applications involving deliberate intervention or
assignment of treatment to units.

For applications in which the x-values are generated by a process, the preceding
argument is not compelling, and the non-interference condition is in fact unduly
restrictive. The classification model in section 3 is derived from an exchangeable
bivariate process (Y (u), X(u))u∈U with finite-dimensional distributions Qn. The
conditional distributions Qn(· |X = x) determine the joint classification proba-
bilities for n units having the given covariate values as generated by the process.
This is not a regression model because the non-interference condition (2.1) is not
satisfied by the conditional distributions. As a result, the response distribution for
a set of units selected on the basis of their covariate values is not easily determined
and is not equal to Qn(· |X = x).

We argue that condition (2.1) is unnecessarily strong for certain applications,
and that a weaker condition is sufficient for applications in which intervention
does not arise. Consider a family of distributions Pn(·; x), one such distribution
for each covariate configuration. It may happen that there exists a bivariate pro-
cess with distributions Qn such that, for each covariate configuration x and each
event A ⊂ Cn, the conditional distributions satisfy Pn(A; x) = Qn(A |X = x). The
distributions {Pn(·; x)} are then said to be weakly compatible with one another.
If such a bivariate process exists, it is not unique because the marginal distribu-
tion of the X-process is arbitrary. Since the units in the bivariate process have
no covariates to distinguish one from another, the bivariate process is ordinarily
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exchangeable. Lack of interference implies weak compatibility, but the converse is
false.

2.2. Logistic regression. In a logistic regression model, the components
Y (u1), . . . are independent, so the joint distributions are determined by the one-
dimensional marginal distributions. The dependence on x is determined by a
suitable collection of discriminant functions, fj : X → R, which could be the co-
ordinate projections if X = Rq, but might include quadratic or other non-linear
functions. For a unit u whose feature value is x = x(u) the class probabilities are

log pr(Y (u) = r) =
∑

j

βrjfj(x),

where the coefficients βrj are parameters to be estimated from the training data.
In particular, if there are only two classes, the log odds for class 0 are

log
(
pr(Y (u) = 0)/ pr(Y (u) = 1)

)
=

∑

j

(β0j − β1j)fj(x). (2.2)

For a model with k classes and q linearly independent discriminant functions, the
number of parameters is q(k − 1), which can be large.

The lack of interference condition is automatically satisfied by the logistic re-
gression model, and in fact by any similar model with independent components.

3. An exchangeable cluster process

3.1. Random permutations and random partitions. A partition
B of the set [n] = {1, . . . , n} is a set of disjoint non-empty subsets called blocks
whose union is the whole set. The symbol #B denotes the number of blocks, and for
each block b ∈ B, #b is the number of elements. The partition is also an equivalence
relation on [n], i.e. a function B : [n]× [n] → {0, 1} that is reflexive, symmetric and
transitive. Finally, B is also a symmetric binary matrix with components B(i, j).
No distinction is made in the notation between B as a set of subsets, B as a matrix,
and B as an equivalence relation. If the partition is regarded as a matrix, #B is
its rank.

Denote by Bn the set of partitions of [n]. Thus, B2 = {12, 1|2} has two elements,
and B3 has five elements

123, 12|3, 13|2, 23|1, 1|2|3,

where 13|2 is an abbreviation for {{1, 3}, {2}}, containing two blocks. The 15
elements of B4 can be grouped by block sizes as follows

1234, 123|4 [4], 12|34 [3], 12|3|4 [6], 1|2|3|4
where 12|34 [3] is an abbreviation for the three distinct partitions 12|34, 13|24,
14|23, each having two blocks of size two. The number of elements in Bn is the nth
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Bell number, the coefficient of tn/n! in the generating function exp(et − 1). The
first few values are 1, 2, 5, 15, 52, 203, 877,.., increasing rapidly with n.

Consider a probability distribution on the symmetric group Sn in which the
probability assigned to the permutation σ depends on the number of cycles as
follows:

pn(σ) = λ#σΓ(λ)/Γ(n + λ), (3.1)

where λ > 0, and the ratio of gamma functions is the required normalizing constant.
This is the exponential family generated from the uniform distribution with weight
function λ#σ, canonical parameter log λ and canonical statistic #σ the number of
cycles. It is evident that the distribution is invariant under the action of the
group on itself by conjugation, so pn is finitely exchangeable. Less obvious but
easily verified is the fact that pn is the marginal distribution of pn+1 under the
natural deletion operation σ′ 7→ σ from Sn+1 into Sn, which operates as follows.
Write σ′ in cycle form, for example σ′ = (1, 3)(5)(2, 6, 4) for n = 5, and delete
element n + 1 = 6 giving σ = (1, 3)(5)(2, 4). This construction, together with the
associated Chinese restaurant process, is described by Pitman ([24], section 4).
The projection Sn+1 → Sn is not a group homomorphism, but successive deletions
are commutative. For each λ > 0, these distributions determine an exchangeable
permutation process closely related to the Ewens process on partitions.

The cycles of the permutation σ ∈ Sn determine a partition of the set [n],
and thus a map Sn → Bn. The inverse image of B ∈ Bn contains

∏
b∈B Γ(#b)

permutations all having the same probability. Thus, the marginal distribution on
partitions induced by (3.1) is

pn(B;λ) =
Γ(λ)λ#B

Γ(n + λ)

∏

b∈B

Γ(#b) (3.2)

for B ∈ Bn and λ > 0 ([10], [1]). This distribution is symmetric in the sense that
for each permutation σ : [n] → [n], the permuted matrix (Bσ)ij = Bσ(i),σ(j) has the
same distribution as B. The partition Bσ has the same block sizes as B, which are
maximal invariant, and the probability pn(B; λ) depends only on the block sizes.
In addition if B′ ∼ pn+1(·; λ) is a random partition of [n + 1], the leading n × n
submatrix B is a random partition of [n] whose distribution is pn(·;λ) ([19]). For
each λ > 0, the sequence of distributions {pn} determines an exchangeable process
called the Ewens partition process. For further details, see Pitman ([25]).

The Ewens process is by no means the only example of an exchangeable par-
tition process, but it is one of the simplest and most natural, and it is sufficient
to illustrate the ideas in the sections that follow. Some simple extensions are
described by Pitman ([24]).

3.2. Gauss-Ewens cluster process. A cluster process with state space
X is an infinite sequence of X -valued random variables X(u) for u ∈ U , to-
gether with a random partition B : U × U → {0, 1}, which determines the clus-
ters. An observation on a finite set of units {u1, . . . , un} consists of the values
X(u1), . . . , X(un) together with the components of the matrix Bij = B(ui, uj).
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The finite-dimensional distributions on Bn × Xn with densities pn satisfy the ob-
vious Kolmogorov consistency condition:

pn(B, x1, . . . , xn) =
∑

B′:φB′=B

∫

X
pn+1(B′, x1, . . . , xn+1) dxn+1

where φ : Bn+1 → Bn is the deletion operator that removes the last row and column.
In the Gauss-Ewens process, X = Rq is a vector space. The observation

(B, (X1, . . . , Xn)) on a finite set of n units has a joint density in which B is a
partition with distribution (3.2). The conditional distribution given B is Gaus-
sian with constant mean vector, here taken to be zero, and covariance matrix
ΣB = In ⊗ Σ + B ⊗ Σ1, where Σ, Σ1 are q × q covariance matrices. In component
form

cov(Xir, Xjs |B) = δijΣrs + BijΣ1 rs.

This construction implies that X is a sum of two independent processes, one
i.i.d. on the units, and one with i.i.d. components for each block.

If X = R, the coefficient matrices are scalars and the joint density is

pn(B, x) =
Γ(λ)λ#B

Γ(n + λ)

∏

b∈B

Γ(#b)× (2π)−n/2|ΣB |−1/2 exp(−x′Σ−1
B x/2).

It is helpful here to re-parameterize by writing x̄b for the mean in block b, θ = σ2
1/σ2

for the ratio of variance components, wb = #b/(1 + θ #b) and x̄ =
∑

wbx̄b/
∑

wb,
in which case we have

|ΣB |−1/2 = σ−n
∏

b∈B

(1 + θ #b)−1/2,

x′Σ−1
B x =

∑

b∈B

(S2(b) + wbx̄
2
b)/σ2,

where S2(b) is the sum of squares for block b.
A permutation of the units sends X1, . . . , Xn to Xσ(1), . . . , Xσ(n) and also trans-

forms the components of B in such a way that the i, j component of Bσ is Bσ(i)σ(j).
Evidently, the distribution pn is unaffected by such permutations, so the Gauss-
Ewens process is infinitely exchangeable. As it stands, the Gauss-Ewens process
is not a mixture of independent and identically distributed processes because the
observation space Bn × Xn for a finite set of n units is not an n-fold product
space. However, if the blocks are labelled at random, the new process is equiva-
lent in every way to the original, and the new process does follow the de Finetti
characterization ([25], p. 44).

3.3. Conditional distributions. Given the observed list of feature values
x = (x1, . . . , xn), the conditional distribution on partitions induced by the one-
dimensional Gauss-Ewens process is

pn(B |x) ∝
∏

b∈B

λΓ(#b)(1 + θ #b)−1/2 exp
(−S2(b)− wbx̄

2
b)/(2σ2)

)
.
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This is a distribution of the product-partition type pn(B) ∝ ∏
b∈B C(b;x) ([17])

with cohesion function

C(b;x) = λΓ(#b)(1 + θ #b)−1/2 exp
(
(−S2(b)− wbx̄

2
b)/(2σ2)

)

depending on the feature values of the units in block b only. In particular, C(b; x)
does not depend on #B or on n. Evidently, two sets of units having the same
ordered list of feature values are assigned the same conditional distribution. The
marginal distribution on Bn induced from pn+1(· | (x, xn+1)) by deleting the last
component, depends on the value of xn+1, so these conditional distributions do
not determine a process. However, there is no contradiction here because these
are conditional distributions, and the two conditioning events are different. Since
they are derived from a bivariate process, the distributions are weakly compatible
with one another in the sense of section 2.1.

For the multivariate Gauss-Ewens process, the conditional distributions are
not of the product-partition type unless the coefficient matrices are proportional,
i.e. Σ1 = θΣ. When this condition is satisfied, the cohesion function is an obvious
multivariate analogue of the univariate version.

Product partition distributions are certainly convenient for use in applied work,
but the great majority of product partition models are incompatible with any pro-
cess. Consider for example, the product partition model with cohesion function
C(b, x) = λ, independent of the covariate values. For λ = 1, the distributions
are uniform on each Bn. But the distribution on Bn induced from the uniform
distribution on Bn+1 is not uniform. The Ewens distributions with cohesion func-
tion λΓ(#b) are the only product partition models that are compatible with an
exchangeable process.

3.4. Stochastic classification. Given the observation (B, x(u1), . . . , x(un))
on n units, plus the feature value x(u′) on a subsequent unit, we aim to calculate
the conditional distribution pn+1(· | data) on Bn+1 given the observed values gen-
erated by the process. The only missing piece of information is the block to which
unit u′ is assigned, so the conditional distribution is determined by the probabilities
assigned to the events u′ 7→ b for those blocks b ∈ B or b = ∅.

A straightforward calculation for a product partition model shows that

pr(u′ 7→ b |data) ∝
{

C(b ∪ {u′}, (x, x′))/C(b, x) b ∈ B

C({u′}, x′) b = ∅

where (x, x′) is the complete list of n + 1 observed feature values. For b ∈ B, the
cohesion ratio for the univariate Gauss-Ewens process is

#bγ1/2 exp
(−γ(x′ − θ#bx̄b/(1 + θ#b))2/(2σ2)

)

where γ = (1 + θ#b)/(1 + θ(#b + 1)). If θ#b is large, blocks whose sample mean
are close to x′ have relatively high probability, which is to be expected.

The predictive distribution for the general multivariate Gauss-Ewens process
involves a ratio of multivariate normal densities. Although preference is given
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to larger blocks, the predictive distribution also puts more weight on those classes
whose block means are close to x′. If x′ is sufficiently far removed from all observed
block means, the empty set (new class) is given relatively greater weight. When
the empty set is excluded from consideration the parameter λ has no effect, and
the predictive distribution is roughly the same as that obtained from the Fisher
discriminant model with prior probabilities proportional to class sizes.

4. Point process models

4.1. Permanent polynomial. To each square matrix K of order n there
corresponds a polynomial of degree n,

pert(K) =
∑

σ

t#σK1σ(1) · · ·Knσ(n)

where the sum runs over permutations of {1, . . . , n}, and #σ is the number of
cycles. The conventional permanent is the value at t = 1, and the determinant is
det(K) = per−1(−K). The coefficient of t is the sum of cyclic products

cyp(K) = lim
t→0

t−1 pert(K) =
∑

σ:#σ=1

K1σ(1) · · ·Knσ(n).

For certain types of patterned matrices, the permanent polynomial can be
evaluated in closed form or by recursion. Consider, for example, the matrix J of
order n such that Jii = ζ and Jij = 1 otherwise. The permanent polynomial is the
value fn(t) obtained by recursion

(
fn+1(t)
hn+1(t)

)
=

(
ζt n
t n

)(
fn(t)
hn(t)

)

starting with f0(t) = h0(t) = 1. In particular, for ζ = 1 and t = λ we obtain the
value fn(λ) = Γ(n+λ)/Γ(λ), which is the normalizing constant in the distribution
(3.1).

4.2. Gaussian moments. The permanent polynomial arises naturally in
statistical work associated with factorial moment measures of Cox processes as
follows. Let Z be a zero-mean real Gaussian process on X with covariance function
cov(Z(x), Z(x′)) = K(x, x′)/2. The joint cumulant and the joint moment of the
squared variables |Z(x1)|2, . . . , |Z(xn)|2 are

cumn

(|Z(x1)|2, . . . , |Z(xn)|2) = cyp[K](x1, . . . , xn)/2,

E
(|Z(x1)|2 · · · |Z(xn)|2) = per1/2[K](x1, . . . , xn),

where [K](x1, . . . , xn) is the symmetric matrix of order n whose entries are K(xi, xj).
More generally, if Λ(x) = |Z1(x)|2 + · · ·+ |Zk(x)|2 is the sum of squares of k inde-
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pendent and identically distributed Gaussian processes, we have

cumn

(
Λ(x1), . . . , Λ(xn)

)
= α cyp[K](x1, . . . , xn),

E
(
Λ(x1) · · ·Λ(xn)

)
= perα[K](x1, . . . , xn) (4.1)

with α = k/2 ([22]). Thus, if Λ is the intensity function for a doubly stochastic
Poisson process, the nth order product density at x = (x1, . . . , xn) is perα[K](x).
In other words, the expected number of ordered n-tuples of distinct events occur-
ring in an infinitesimal ball of volume dx centered at x ∈ Xn is perα[K](x) dx.

The analogous result for zero-mean complex-valued processes with covariance
function cov(Z(x), Z̄(x′)) = K(x, x′) and Λ as defined above is the same except
that α = k rather than k/2. A proof for α = 1 can be found in Macchi ([21]),
and for general k in McCullagh and Møller ([22]). Although K is Hermitian, the
polynomial is real because inverse permutations have conjugate coefficients.

4.3. Convolution semi-group properties. Permanent polynomials also
have a semi-group convolution property that is relevant for probability calculations
connected with the superposition of independent processes. In describing this prop-
erty, it is helpful to regard the points x = {x1, . . . , xn} as distinct and unordered,
so x is a finite subset of X . Since perα[K](x1, . . . , xn) is a symmetric function of
x, we may write perα[K](x) without ambiguity for non-empty sets. For the empty
subset, perα[K](∅) = 1. It is shown in McCullagh and Møller ([22]) that

∑
w⊂x

perα[K](w) perα′ [K](w̄) = perα+α′ [K](x) (4.2)

where the sum is over all 2n subsets, and w̄ is the complement of w in x.
Suppose that perα[K](x) is the density at x, with respect to some product

measure µ(dx1) · · ·µ(dxn), of a finite point process in X . The convolution prop-
erty implies that the superposition of two independent processes having the same
covariance function K has a distribution in the same family with parameter α+α′.
Furthermore, the ratio

q(w;x) =
perα[K](w) perα′ [K](w̄)

perα+α′ [K](x)
(4.3)

determines a probability distribution on the subsets of x. If in fact some com-
ponents of x are duplicated, these duplicates must be regarded as distinct units
that happen to have the same x-value, and q is then regarded as a distribution on
subsets of the n units. In the extreme case where all components are identical, all
components of the matrix [K](x) are equal, and the distribution reduces to

q(w;x) =
Γ(#w + α) Γ(#w̄ + α′) Γ(α + α′)

Γ(n + α + α′) Γ(α) Γ(α′)
.

In other words, #w has the beta-binomial distribution.
The statistical construction ensures that the polynomial perα(K) is positive at

all positive half-integer values of α provided only that K is real symmetric and pos-
itive semi-definite. In view of the convolution property, it is natural to ask whether
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the permanent polynomial of a real symmetric positive semi-definite matrix is pos-
itive for all α ≥ 1/2. The numerical evidence on this point is compelling, but so far
there is no proof. On the one hand, there exist positive semi-definite symmetric
matrices such that perα(K) < 0 for values in the interval 0 < α < 1/2. On the
other hand, extensive numerical work has failed to produce a positive semi-definite
matrix such that the permanent polynomial has a root whose real part exceeds
one half. Although no proof is offered, it seems safe to proceed as if perα(K) ≥ 0
for all α ≥ 1/2 and positive semi-definite symmetric K. In applications where the
covariance function is non-negative, the permanent polynomial is clearly positive
for all α > 0.

4.4. A marked point process. Consider a Poisson process X in X with
intensity measure µ. In the first instance, X is a counting measure in X such
that the number of events X(A) has the Poisson distribution with mean µ(A).
In addition, for non-overlapping sets A, A′, the event counts X(A) and X(A′) are
independent. The process is said to be regular if it has no multiple events at the
same point and is finite on compact sets. In that case X is a random subset of X
such that X∩A is finite for compact sets A. For linguistic convenience, we use the
terminology associated with random sets rather than the terminology associated
with random measures or multisets. All processes are assumed to be regular.

A Poisson process driven by a random intensity measure Λ(x)µ(dx) is called a
doubly stochastic Poisson process, or a Cox process. Details of such processes can
be found in the books by Kingman ([20]) and Daley and Vere-Jones ([7]).

Let µ be a non-random measure in X serving as a baseline for the construc-
tion of subsequent point processes. For probabilistic purposes, µ is a fixed mea-
sure defined on a suitable algebra of subsets of X that includes all singletons.
For statistical purposes, µ is a parameter to be estimated, if necessary, from the
data. Given a random non-negative intensity function Λ(x), the associated Cox
process is such that the expected number of events occurring in an infinitesimal
ball dx centered at x is E(Λ(x)) µ(dx). Likewise, the expected number of or-
dered pairs of distinct events in the infinitesimal product set dx dx′ at (x, x′) is
E(Λ(x)Λ(x′)) µ(dx)µ(dx′), and so on. In general, for x = (x1, . . . , xn),

m(n)(x) = E
(
Λ(x1) · · ·Λ(xn)

)

is called the nth order product density at x ∈ Xn. These expectations are the den-
sities of the factorial moment measures of the process with respect to the product
measure µn. The order is implicit from the argument x ∈ Xn, so we usually write
m(x) rather than m(n)(x).

Ordinarily, in typical ecological applications or studies of the spatial interac-
tions of particles, an observation on a point process consists of a census X ∩ S
of all events occurring in the bounded set S. The observation tells us not only
that an event occurred at certain points in S, but also that no events occurred
elsewhere in S. For the sorts of applications with which we are concerned, how-
ever, the training sample is not exhaustive, so the observation is regarded as a
simple random sample of the events in X . Such an observation tells us only that
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an event occurred at certain points in X , and says nothing about the occurrence
or non-occurrence of events elsewhere.

Suppose now that X(1), . . . ,X(k) are k independent Cox process on X driven by
independent random intensity functions Λ1(x), . . . , Λk(x), all relative to the same
measure µ. The marked process can be represented by the pair (X, y) in which
X = ∪X(r) is the superposition process, and y : X → C is the list of labels. Then
the rth component process X(r) = y−1(r) is the inverse image of label r.

Let x ⊂ X be a given finite point configuration consisting of n points. Given
that x ⊂ X, i.e. that the superposition process contains x, each event x ∈ x
has a label y(x) in the marked process so there are kn possible values for the
labels of the events in x. Denote by x(r) the subset x ∩ y−1(r), possibly empty,
consisting of those events in x having label r. The conditional distribution of the
class labels given x ⊂ X is proportional to the product of the product densities of
the component processes

pn(y |x) =
∏

r∈C mr(x(r))
m.(x)

(4.4)

In this expression, mr(x(r)) is the product density of order #x(r) at x(r) for the
process labelled r, and m.(x) is the nth order product density for the superposition
process at x. For the empty set, mr(∅) = 1. A key point to note is that the
conditional distribution of the class labels depends only on the product densities,
and not on the baseline measure µ.

The conditional distribution of the unlabelled partition B is obtained by ignor-
ing labels, in effect by multiplying by the combinatorial coefficient k!/(k −#B)!.
Since the combinatorial coefficient depends on the number of blocks, the condi-
tional distribution of the unlabelled partition is not a product partition model, but
it is a distribution of Gibbs type ([25], p. 26)

These conditional distributions do not determine a regression model because
they fail to satisfy the lack of interference condition (2.1). However, they are
derived from a bona fide bivariate process, so they are mutually compatible in the
weak sense.

In this context of prediction, it may be helpful to think of each event as a unit
or specimen, in such a way that x(u) is the position or feature value of the event,
and y(u) is the label. To classify a new unit or event u′ such that x(u′) = x′, it
is sufficient to calculate the conditional distribution as determined by pn+1 given
the extended configuration x′ = x ∪ {x′} plus the labels of those points in x. The
conditional probabilities are proportional to the ratio of product densities

pn+1(y(u′) = r |data) ∝ mr(x(r) ∪ {x′})/mr(x(r)) (4.5)

for r ∈ C.

4.5. Specific examples. We consider two examples, one in which the in-
tensity is the square of a Gaussian process with product density (4.1), and one in
which the intensity is log normal.
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Permanent process
Suppose that each component process is a permanent process and that the product
density for process r is mr(x) = perαr

[K](x). Then the product density for the
superposition process is perα. [K](x) and the conditional distribution of the labels
given x is

pn(y |x) =
perα1

[K](x(1)) · · · perαk
[K](x(k))

perα. [K](x)
(4.6)

This distribution determines a random labelled partition of the given events into
k classes, some of which may be empty. It is the ‘multinomial’ generalization of
(4.3), and is closed under aggregation of classes.

For a new unit u′ such that x(u′) = x′, the conditional probability of class r is
proportional to the permanent ratio

pn+1(y(u′) = r | data) ∝ perαr
[K](x(r), x′)/ perαr

[K](x(r)).

This expression is restricted to the set of k classes in C, but it may include classes
for which x(r) is empty, i.e. named classes that do not occur in the training sample.
In the extreme case where x is empty, the probability of class r is αr/α. regardless
of x′.

The derivation of the conditional distribution from the marked point process
requires each α to be a half-integer, and K to be positive semi-definite. Alterna-
tively, K could be Hermitian and αr a whole integer. However, if K is non-negative
on X , the distribution (4.6) exists for arbitrary αr > 0, even if K is not positive
semi-definite. We shall therefore consider the limit in which αr = α and k → ∞
such that α. = kα = λ > 0 is held fixed. The limit distribution for the unlabelled
partition is

pn(B |x;λ) =
λ#B

∏
b∈B cyp[K](x(b))

perλ[K](x)
, (4.7)

which is a product partition model, and reduces to the Ewens distribution if K is
constant on X . For a new unit u′ such that x(u′) = x′, the conditional probability
of assignment to block b is

pn+1(u′ 7→ b | data) ∝
{

cyp[K](x(b), x′)/ cyp[K](x(b)) b ∈ B

λ b = ∅.

Our experience with these classification rules is restricted to the simplest ver-
sions of the model in which X is Euclidean space and K(x, x′) = exp(−|x−x′|2/ρ2)
or similar versions such as exp(−|x−x′|/ρ). On the whole, the smoother version is
better, and the value of α in (4.6) has only minor effects. It is necessary to select
a suitable value of the range parameter ρ, but the qualitative conclusions are the
same for all ρ. The region in the X -space for which the predictive probability of
class r is high need not be convex or simply connected. In that sense, both of
these classification rules are qualitatively different from the one derived from the
Gauss-Ewens process.
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Log Gaussian Cox processes
Suppose that each component process is log Gaussian, i.e. log Λr is a Gaussian
process with mean and variance

E log Λr(x) = θr(x), cov(log Λr(x), log Λr(x′)) = Kr(x, x′).

Then the nth order product density at x = (x1, . . . , xn) is

mr(x) = exp
(∑

j

θr(xj) + 1
2

∑

ij

Kr(xi, xj)
)

Given that x occurs in the superposition process, the conditional distribution of
the labels satisfies

log pn(y |x) =
∑
x∈x

θy(x)(x) + 1
2

∑

x,x′∈x

y(x)=y(x′)

Ky(x)(x, x′) + const.

Finally, a new unit with x(u′) = x′ generated from the process is assigned to
class r with probability

log pn+1(y(u′) = r | data) = θr(x′) + 1
2Kr(x′, x′) +

∑

x∈x(r)

Kr(x′, x) + const.

Thus, if θr(x) =
∑

j βrjfj(x) as in section 2.2, and there are only two classes with
K0 = K1 = K, the conditional log odds that the new unit is assigned to class 0
are ∑

j

(β0j − β1j)fj(x′) +
∑

x∈x(0)

K(x′, x)−
∑

x∈x(1)

K(x′, x). (4.8)

coinciding with (2.4) when K = 0.

4.6. Numerical illustration. A simple artificial example suffices to illus-
trate the qualitative difference between classification models based on Cox pro-
cesses, and classification models of the type described in section 3. We use the
two-class permanent model (4.6) with α1 = α2 = 1. The feature space is a 3 × 3
square in the plane, the covariance function is K(x, x′) = exp(−‖x−x′‖2/ρ2) with
ρ = 0.5, and the true class is determined by a 3 × 3 chequerboard pattern with
white in the center square. The training data consists of 90 units, with 10 feature
values uniformly distributed in each small square as shown in the first panel of
Fig. 1. The second panel is a density plot, and the third panel a contour plot,
of the conditional probability that a new unit at that point is assigned to class
‘white’. These probabilities were computed by an approximation using a cycle
expansion for the permanent ratio.
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Figure 1. Predictive probability of class I using a permanent model.

For the parameter values chosen, the range of predictive probabilities depends
to a moderate extent on the configuration of x-values in the training sample, but
the extremes are seldom below 0.1 or above 0.9 for a configuration of 90 points
with 10 in each small square. The range of predictive probabilities decreases as ρ
increases, but the 50% contour is little affected, so the classification is fairly stable.
Given that the correct classification is determined by the chequerboard rule, the
error rate for the permanent model using this particular training configuration can
be computed exactly: it is around 13% for a point chosen uniformly at random
from the large square. This error rate is a little misleading because most of those
errors occur near an internal boundary where the predictive probability is close to
0.5. Gross errors are rare.

5. Parameter estimation

Let (y,x) be the training data, and let x′ be the feature value for a subsequent
unit. In principle, the likelihood function should be computed for the full data
including the value for the subsequent unit. In practice, it is more convenient to
base the likelihood on the training data alone, i.e. pn(y,x; θ) at the parameter
point θ. Ordinarily, the information sacrificed by ignoring the additional factor is
negligible for large n, and the gain in simplicity may be substantial.

Likelihood computations are straightforward for logistic regression models, and
the same is true for the Gauss-Ewens process, but the state of affairs is more com-
plicated for point process models. Consider a marked permanent process model
with αr = α, in which X is a Euclidean space and K(x, x′) = exp(−‖x−x′‖2/ρ2).
The parameters of the process are the scalars α, ρ plus the baseline measure µ.
However, the conditional likelihood given the observation x from the training sam-
ple depends only on α, ρ, and the predictive distribution also depends only on
(α, ρ). In this setting, the distribution of x is governed largely by the baseline
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measure µ, so the information for (α, ρ) in the superposition process must be neg-
ligible. Accordingly, we use the conditional likelihood instead of the full likelihood,
for parameter estimation.

Even though the most troublesome component of the parameter has been elim-
inated, computation of the likelihood for the remaining parameters does present
difficulties. In the case of the log Gaussian model, the normalizing constant is not
available in closed form. In the case of the permanent models (4.6) or (4.7), for
which the normalizing constants are available, the only remaining obstacle is the
calculation of cyclic products and permanent polynomials. The permanent of a
large matrix is notoriously difficult to compute exactly ([28]), and the permanent
polynomial appears to be even more challenging. For α = 1, polynomial-time
algorithms are available for fixed-rank matrices ([3]). In addition, the existence
of polynomial-time Monte Carlo algorithms for non-negative matrices, has been
demonstrated but not implemented ([18]).

Our experience for positive definite matrices is less pessimistic than the pre-
ceding remarks suggest. Reasonably accurate polynomial-time continued-fraction
approximations for the ratio of permanent polynomials can be developed without
resorting to Monte Carlo approximation. We use a cycle expansion whose accuracy
improves as α increases. Here, reasonably accurate means within 2-3% for typical
covariance matrices of order n = 100, and for α ≥ 1/2. These expansions, which
were used in the construction of Fig 1, will be described elsewhere.
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